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To wake higher engine efficiencies possible without
making every effort to insure th8 attainment of this higher
efficiency in aotual service can seldom be justified. In
most cases the wide diff.eren’ce
between the average performance of an engine and that in the laboratoz~ may be
attributed to the difficulty of the problem rather than to
failure to appreciate its importance.

Inst~nces where’this

difficulty appears to have been surmounted are thus deserving of careful study.
In

this

regard, the det:iilsof design of certain for-

eign engines, whose high average efficiency has received
much publicity are of particular interest. In an examination of these engines at the Bureau of Standards, the unusual type of air-fuel ratio control suggested itself as
a possible source of the high efficiency. Fig. 2 shows
this type diagrammatically, while Fig. 1 is typical of a
construction common on American engines,

In the lutter

type, the rate of fuel flow is altered to”produce the mixture ratio changes. This may be accomplished by restrictir.tg
the fuel passage or, as shown in the figure, by chang-

-2ing the head producing flow through the dgency of a valve
in the passage connecting the float chamber iviththe carburetor throat.

Similar results are frequently obtained by

a type simil,arto that shown in Fig. 2, but so proportioned
that the mixture ratio change is ‘unaccompaniedby any appreciable change in the quantity of charge supplied. In contrast, Fig. 2, to typify the foreign construction, is assumed to be so designed that the leaning of,the mixture is
always accompanied by an increase in th= amount of charge
supplied. This may be effected by interconnecting the
throttle ‘witha device for altering the size of the fuel
orifice or, as shorn in the figure, by an auxiliary throttle
which admits a very lean mixture or pure tiir. For this
~uxiliary throttle to be effective,-the carburetor throat
must offer

a Consider&ble restriction to air ~qom.

important difference bet~veenthe

two

The

types is that in the

one shown in Fig. 1, the change in power produced by a mixture

change is due almost entirely to the change in power

producing ability of a unit weight of the mixture while in
the other type, there is alwys

the additional effect of

the quantity change necessary to bring about the change in
mixture qwlity.
Fig. 3 indicates something of the economy that is pOSsible with the type shown in Fig. 1.

The curves (shown j,n

full lines) are based on tests of an 8-cylinder aviation
.

engine at m

altitude of 5090 fest and a speed of 2600 r.p.m.

-3It will be noted that a decrease in the specific fl~elconsumption of over 15 per cent is scoured when the mixture
is leaned until the~e is a decrease of 10 horsepower in 150,
i.e., ? per oent. Unquestionably then, so long as this type
of control has sufficient range, its proper handling will
result in a marked fuel saving. Will it receive such handling?

To realize how unlikely this is, it mus% be reaem-

bersd th~t continuing the mixture impoverishment will ultimately result in a blowbtickin the carburetor, a likely
cause of fire.

lho.ti~ig

that sbfety depends on not reaching

this condition una lacking knowledge as to how close to it
a given oarburstor setting is, the pilot has every inceritive to adjust away from, r~ther than toward, maximum effioiency. Even were it possible to eliminate the fire hazard,
the problea would be far from solved.

In flight, the only

measure of performance ordinarily available is that of power
as indicated by zhe engine speed,
as to the bEnefit of the le~

In spite of all evidence

mixture from the standpoint

of efficiency, such an adjustment, inasmuoh as it results ‘
in lower po~~r, the only gauge of performmoe

ave”ilableto

the pilot, is bound to be unnatural.
The explanation of the disadvantages of the first type
makes clear the merits of the second.

With this, aS the

mixtuze becomes.of poorer quality, the &mount supplied is
increased. The natural adjustment, thtitfor maximum power,
till be the one at which t%

decrease”in quality ceases to

.

..4-

be overbal~nced by the increase iriquantity.

If the design

is such thut znis point is always rebched before the mixture
becomes lean enough to cause a blo~oack in the carburetor,
there is a considsruble safeguard against fize.
Since this type of oontrol permits the maximum weight
of charge to be supplied only shen the mixture q~ality is such
as tc give a eompartitivelySow po~.r output per unit weight
of charge, it is obvious that the greatest engine power
~1~ be

Sligntly

less

~hb~

~t~

types

which

permit the max-

imum power producing air-fuel ratio to be obtained when the
maximum weight of ~hhrge is su~plied. This constitutes the
chief limitation of this construction. That the marked advantages c.ft-hisoontrol appeur only at full throttle can
scaroely be considered a fault, as most coumercia’$flying
may be expected to take a place under these conditions.
An example of the variation of power that might be expected
at different mixture r~tios is given by the dotted lines of
Fig. 3.

Suppose the point C to indicate the desired mix-

ture ratio for

operation and hence the point at Which the

design permi~s the Kaxim.uncharge to be &pplied.

The power

at the other throttle positions has been estimated from the
weight of air required tc give the various mixture ratios
and the

indicated horsepower developed per pored 03 air at

these mixture ratios as determined from the ful~ line curves.*
*
No consideration has been given to the change in fuel
flow resulting from the different suctions produced at various
throttle positions or to the change in the pumping loss element of the friction horsepower under these conditions. Such
consideration is not needed in the general comparison here
made but is of very red importance in a detailed desigr.of
either ty~e.

-5In the over-dimensioned engine, parts are designed
for the stresses of full throttle operation at a certain
altitude and the throttle closed so as not to exoeed this
power at lower altitudes.

The mixture ratio control de-

scribed above.forms an admirable safeguard against full
throttle operation at these altitudes, inasmuch as, under
these conditions, it supplies a mixture too lean for engine operation. Moreover,

some of the previously mention-

ed power loss at full throttle may be offset by an inorease in compression ratio.

A throttled engine can em-

ploy a higher ratio with safety than one opexating at
full

throttle.
With a knowledge of the faults and rrierits
of the var-

ious types of mixture ratio control, choice is dependent
upon reliable information as to the service to which the: :
plane is to be subjected. As commercial aviation develops, economy is more likely to be of paramount importance
than maximum power.

It is to point out one method by

which high average fuel economy has been realized and to
again emphasize the wide gulf separating mtiimum economy
and maximum power adjustments that this discussion has
been prepared.
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